Summer School

Innovation and Its Others: Neglected aspects of creative destruction

21 June 2019, TU Berlin (Fraunhofer Str. 33-36, room: FH 804)

Conference Program

09:00 – 09:30  Welcome Address
Arnold Windeler (TU Berlin)

9:30 – 10:45  Keynote: Resistance as Technology Assessment – Further Observations
Martin W. Bauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

10:45 – 11:15  Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:15  Innovation by Other Means: Repairing, Restoring, Rewilding
Sabine Biedermann Camposano (TU Berlin) & Sebastian Dahm (TU Berlin)

12:15 – 13:15  Lunch

13:15 – 14:15  AI, Negative Imaginations and Resistance
Barbara Crespi (TU Berlin) & Simon Egbert (TU Berlin)

14:15 – 15:15  Societal Problem Solving Inside and Outside the Lab
Tim Seitz (TU Berlin) & Jana Albrecht (TU Berlin)

15:15 – 15:45  Coffee Break

15:45 – 17:00  Keynote: From Innovation to X-innovation to Reflexive Innovation
Benoît Godin (Institut national de la recherche scientifique, Montreal)

17:00 – 17:15  Closing Remarks
Simon Egbert (TU Berlin)

18:00  Dinner (Schnitzelei: Röntgenstraße 7b, 10587 Berlin)